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clusive way for these non-Quaker groups to claim
power in the city?
Second, in chapter three, Thompson suggests
that the tavern was a shared space where private
and public intersected. As he notes, taverns
served multiple functions. They offered drink,
food, and lodging to guests (and their horses).
Most were private residences as well. They were
spaces where business and family life intersected.
Thompson makes a strong case for the myriad
ways taverns became public spaces. He does a
generally thorough job of explaining how the mi‐
crocosmic world of tavern sociability translated
out into the larger workings of city, colony, and
state. But what about the private side of these spa‐
ces? How exactly did work and family life inter‐
sect, especially for those poor and often desperate
women who operated some 25 percent of the
city's taverns?
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